The APA Style of referencing was developed by the American Psychological Association and has been adopted by many Australian universities – including many faculties of The University of Newcastle. A referencing style is a standardised method of acknowledging your information sources. Always check with your teacher to find out which referencing style they wish you to use.

Books

The details that you need to identify are:
1. Name(s) of author(s), editor(s) as (Eds), compiler(s) or the institution responsible
2. Date of publication in parenthesis ( )
3. Title of publication and Subtitle if any (all titles must be italicised)
4. Edition in parenthesis. (only note if it is not the first edition)
5. Place of publication (followed by a colon) :
6. Publisher – when the author and publisher are identical, use the word Author as the name of the publisher

One author/editors

Two or more authors/editors

No author/editor (Put title in author position)

No publication date

Edited book

Edition

Article in an encyclopedia (with volumes)

Multiple publications by the same author
(List earliest work first, and add an alphabetic suffix if works are written in the same year)

Brochure

Article or chapter within an edited book or encyclopedia

eBook from EBSCO eBooks (available on the library website)

eBook available on the internet

Journal/magazine articles

The details that you need to identify are:
1. Article author/s
2. Date of publication in parenthesis ( ).
3. Article title.
4. Periodical Title and volume number (italicised),
5. Issue (or part) number for journals - in brackets followed by a comma e.g. ( ),
6. Page number(s) - finish with a full stop (.).

Journal/magazine article retrieved from a database

Journal/magazine retrieved from the internet

Journal/magazine article without an author
Newspaper articles

**Newspaper article (in print format)**

**Newspaper article from the internet**

**Newspaper article from a database**

Web pages

**Website with author**

**Website, without an author – write title, date, then corp/org**

**DVDs/videos**

**DVD – add producer and/or writer**

**How to reference ‘in-text’**
Examples:

Robotham & Hawkins (2009, p. 3) suggest…..

The majority of participants were unhappy with the result (Robotham & Hawkins, 2009, p. 3), however…

Further information about in-text citations is available from your TAFE Library or check the University of Newcastle’s website at: http://libguides.newcastle.edu.au/apa-6th

PLEASE ASK FOR MORE INFORMATION AT YOUR LOCAL HUNTER TAFE LIBRARY